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(1) Reduction of Variation:  Genetic Drift in finite 
populations à loss of alleles, loss of 
heterozygosity (Inbreeding)

(2) Sources of Allelic Variation:  Mutations

(3) Sources of Genotypic Variation:  Sex (Meiosis)

(4) Heritable variation without changes in the genetic 
code:  Epigenetic Inheritance

OUTLINE:



Sources of Genetic Variation

• Last lecture focused on Mutation

• Sex:
Shuffling of combinations of alleles

No new alleles, only new genotypes



Source of Genotypic Variation

SEX

What is SEX?



• What does sex alter?

• How?



SEX:

Meiosis 
With

Crossing Over + 
random mating

(1) Changes composition along 
chromosome arms  

(2) Shuffles alleles into new 
genotypes

Video Review:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4B07
1d9Ywbc

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4B071d9Ywbc


What happens during SEX?

Meiosis (produce gametes): 
Separates homologous chromosomes

Recombination: exchange of genetic 
information between the pairs of 
chromosomes

Random Mating (shuffle the gametes):
Newly formed haploid chromosomes 
(sperm & eggs) come together à
Shuffling of allelic combinations into 
new genotypes

Meiosis 



What happens during SEX?

Meiosis generates genotypic 
diversity in two ways: 

(1) Physical exchange of homologous 
chromosomal regions by homologous 
recombination results in new 
combinations of DNA within 
chromosomes.

(2) Separation of homologous 
chromosome pairs à allows random 
and independent shuffling of haploid 
chromosomes (gametes) during 
random mating

Meiosis 



During Eukaryotic Recombination, the 
crossover process leads to the offspring 
having different combinations of alleles 
from those of their parents along the 
chromosomes.

• Definition:  a process by which a molecule 
of nucleic acid (usually DNA, but can also 
be RNA) is broken and then joined to a 
different one.

Genetic Recombination



Consequence of Sex



Consequence of Sex:

Genetic Recombination à reduces Linkage 
Disequilibrium (LD):  breaks up associations of alleles 
along a chromosome; 

And,

Random Mating à increases genotypic variation:  
Mixes up combinations of alleles at a given locus
à can also help break up LD on different chromatids



Consequence of Sex:

Genetic Recombination: Mixes up combinations of 
alleles across loci (reduces Linkage Disequilibrium)

And,

Random Mating: Mixes up combination of alleles at 
a given locus (increases genotypic variation)



Meiosis & Crossing over

Consequence of recombination:  
Reduce Linkage Disequilibrium  

An important consequence of Eukaryotic Sex



Linkage Disequilibrium
• The non-random association of alleles at two or more 

loci, not necessarily on the same chromosome.

• The occurrence of some combinations of alleles or 
genetic markers in a population more often or less 
often than would be expected from a random 
formation of haplotypes from alleles based on their 
frequencies. 

• Linkage disequilibrium can be caused by evolutionary 
factors such as natural selection and genetic drift.

• Recombination will break down linkage 
disequilibrium on the same chromosome, and 
random mating on different chromosomes



Linkage Disequilibrium
The nonrandom association of alleles is often caused by 
natural selection or genetic drift

For example, in Northern latitudes, lack of sunlight might 
simultaneously allow light hair, light skin and blue eyes to 
evolve, even though these traits are encoded by different genes

So that these traits are associated with each other in a 
nonrandom manner

However, recombination with dark hair, dark skin, dark eyed 
individuals will break down the nonrandom associations, and 
breakdown linkage disequilibrium, so that you might end up 
with individuals with dark skin and light hair, or dark skin and 
blue eyes











Linkage Disequilibrium (LD)
• Many small and isolated populations are in linkage 

disequilibrium (example:  Finnish disease heritage)

• Many agricultural species have high levels of LD due to 
strong artificial selection (human-induced)

Why do we care?
• Useful to know which alleles are commonly associated with one 

another

• Patterns of LD can tell us about the evolutionary history of the 
population (genetic drift, natural selection)

• Breaking up LD will make a population respond more efficiently 
to the action of natural selection (different combination of 
alleles, epistatic interactions upon which selection could act)



Consequence of Sex:

Genetic Recombination: Mixes up combinations of 
alleles across loci (reduces Linkage Disequilibrium)

And,

Random Mating: Mixes up combination of alleles at 
a given locus (increases genotypic variation)
This shuffling of alleles is thought to have many 
advantages, as a major engine of generating genotypic 
variation



Random mating during SEX

Possible genotype combinations

Favorable Mutations  
in different alleles

The haploid chromosomes (sperm and egg) come together
Can get combination of favorable mutations more quickly



Through sex can bring the 
favorable mutations together

X

Random mating during SEX



Possible genotype combinations

Deleterious (bad) 
Mutations

Can remove unfavorable mutations more quickly

Random mating during SEX



Sex will occasionally bring the 
deterious mutations together

As homozygotes, the deleterious mutations can 
now be selected OUT of the population, 

as they are no longer masked in the heterozygous 
state, but are exposed as homozygotes

Random mating during SEX

X



What are the Benefits of Sex?



Benefits of Sex
• Genetic Recombination à Breakdown of Linkage 

Disequilibrium

• Random Mating à
– Increase genotypic diversity: Drosophila have 10,000 

functional loci; if an individual is heterozygous at 10% loci, can 
produce 21000 or 10300 different gametes (different 
combinations of loci)

– Bring together favorable mutations across loci – create 
individuals free of deleterious mutations

– Bring together unfavorable mutations across loci –
deleterious combinations can be selected out of the 
population 



Benefits of Sex?

• Random mating benefits the species by increasing 
the rate of evolution
– Increases the rate at which advantageous mutations 

could be brought together
– Increases the rate at which deleterious mutations could 

be brought together and removed by selection

• Removal of Deleterious mutations more quickly à
Allows sexually reproducing organisms to avoid 
Muller's ratchet, in which the genomes of an 
asexual population accumulate deleterious 
mutations.

(Weismann 1886; Muller 1932; Crow and Kimura, 1965)



Cost of Sex

Loss of Fitness relative to clonal 
populations: 

Reduces population growth rate by 1/2, 
because males cannot reproduce



Sex is not universal

• Sex occurs in Eukaryotes, and not in Bacteria or Archaea
– Bacteria:  high mutation rate and horizontal gene transfer
– Viruses:  cost of mistakes (mutations) are not critical because the 

host is producing all the offspring

• Asexuality occurs often in plants, and in many invertebrates

• Some eukaryotes are asexual until they experience a large 
accumulation of deleterious mutations (mutational meltdown) or 
stress, then they have sex (Daphnia, ciliates, dinoflagellates)

• Some eukaryotes have more than 2 sexes (some ciliates have 32)



Within Eukaryotes

• Sexual species tend to last longer

• Asexual species are often good early 
colonizers of novel habitats because of 
rapid growth rate (many invasive plants are 
asexual)

• In Eukaryotes, less than 1% are asexual



Cost of Individuality

Many clonal organisms grow and divide and 
are in a sense “immortal”

We are unique individuals and produce 
novel genetic architectures before dying 
(SEX = DEATH)



SEX:  Benefits and Costs
Benefits:
§ Breakdown Linkage Disequilibrium  
§ Increase in Genotypic Variation
§ Purge deleterious mutations more easily
§ Bring together favorable mutations
§ Evolution of “individuality”

Costs:
§ Lower Reproduction Rate (1/2)
§ Have to find mates (not all individuals reproduce)
§ Pass on only ½ of your genome at each reproduction event
§ Death of unique individuals (genome) in the parental generation



Questions
(1) What are the sources of genetic variation?

(2) What are mutations and are they harmful or beneficial?

(3) Why are there sex differences in mutation rate in the 
germ line?

(4) What is sex and why did it evolve?

(5) What are the costs and benefits of Sex?

(6) What is the relationship between Genetic Variation and 
Natural Selection?



1. Which of the following is most FALSE regarding the 
genetic substrate (variation) on which selection acts?

(A)  Sex creates new combinations of genotypes
(B)  Genetic drift could reduce the levels of allelic and 
genotypic variation
(C)  Inbreeding, caused by genetic drift, results in a high 
level of homozygosity in a population
(D) Mutations are a source of allelic variation
(E) Epigenetic modifications give rise to allelic diversity



2. Which of the following alleles would tend to 
be removed MOST quickly from a population 
through natural selection? (Hint:  play with the 
Allele A1 software and think about the results)

(A)  Dominant highly deleterious allele
(B)  Dominant slightly deleterious allele
(C)  Recessive slightly deleterious allele
(D)  Recessive highly deleterious allele



3. Which of the following is FALSE regarding inbreeding?

(A)  Inbreeding results from genetic drift

(B)  Populations with lower allelic diversity tend to have 
lower genotypic diversity (more homozygous)

(C)  Selection acts more slowly in inbred populations to 
remove deleterious recessive alleles

(D)  One way to reduce inbreeding in a population is to bring 
in migrants from another population



4. Which is NOT a consequence of Recombination (Sex)?

(A) The increase in allelic diversity
(B) Death (in an evolutionary sense)
(C) The creation of many new genotypes across the genome 
(Evolution of individuality)
(D) Reduction in population growth rate relative to clonal 
reproduction (1/2 of the population does not bear offspring)



5. Which of the following are INCORRECT regarding 
mutations? 

(A) Mutations can be harmful
(B) Mutations can be beneficial
(C) Mutations generate genetic variation
(D) Most mutations have significant effects on fitness
(E) Mutations accumulate to a much greater degree in the 

male germline (sperm) than in the female germline (eggs) 
with age



• Answers:

1E
2A
3C
4A
5D




